
 ARLA Mini Footy Laws Quiz  

1. RED kicks off. The ball travels 15 metres forward, lands in the field of play and rolls into touch. Is it: Answer 

(a) A play the ball by RED, ten metres in from touch from where the ball entered touch.  

(b) A play the ball by BLUE, ten metres in from touch from where the ball entered touch.  

2. 
From the kick off by RED, the ball travels six metres forward before BLUE catches it in the field of play, 
runs and is tackled by a RED player. What is the tackle count? 

Answer 
 

(a) Tackle zero.  

(b) Tackle 1.  

3. 
RED passes the ball to another onside RED player who knocks on. BLUE regathers the ball, runs and 
passes to another onside BLUE player who is tackled by RED. What is the tackle count? 

Answer 
 

(a) Tackle zero.  

(b) Tackle 1.  

4. From the start of play by RED, the ball rolls over the BLUE dead ball line. How is play restarted? Answer 

(a) Goal line drop out by BLUE.  

(b) Quarter way restart by BLUE.  

5. 
After a try by RED, BLUE restarts with a place kick. BLUE runs and is tackled by RED. What is the tackle 
count? 

Answer 
 

(a) Tackle zero.  

(b) Tackle 1.  

6. 
RED is awarded a penalty and kicks for touch. The ball does not enter touch and is regathered by a 
BLUE player who runs downfield and is tackled by RED. What is the tackle count? 

Answer 
 

(a) Tackle zero.  

(b) Tackle 1.  

7. 
RED, on tackle 2, plays the ball at the half-way line. The acting halfback passes the ball to the first 
receiver who runs and is tackled by BLUE. Is it a:- 

Answer 

(a) Play the ball by RED; Tackle 3.   

(b) Change of possession to BLUE where RED is tackled.  

8. BLUE on tackle 2 is tackled by RED into touch. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Change of possession to RED ten metres in from touch where BLUE entered touch.  

(b) Scrum ten metres in from where BLUE entered touch; loose head and feed to RED.  

9. 
RED plays the ball, on Tackle 1, five metres out from the RED goal line. The acting halfback passes the 
ball to the first receiver who runs and is tackled on the half way line. Is it a:- 

Answer 

(a) Play the ball by RED: tackle 2.  

(b) Change of possession to BLUE where RED is tackled.  

10. On the last tackle, RED is held up over the BLUE goal line. How is play restarted? Answer 

(a) Scrum, loose head and feed to RED.  

(b) Change of possession to BLUE ten metres out from the goal line, in line with where RED was held up.  



11. 
RED plays the ball. The BLUE team advances before the first receiver takes the pass from the acting 
halfback. Is it a:- 

Answer 

(a) Penalty to RED where the BLUE came offside.  

(b) Penalty to RED at the play the ball.  

12. RED wins a scrum. The player who gains the ball from the scrum runs and is tackled by BLUE. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Change of possession to BLUE at the point of the tackle.  

(b) Play the ball by RED, tackle 1.  

13. BLUE kicks the ball in general play and the ball enters touch on the full. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Penalty to RED at the point of the kick by BLUE.  

(b) Change of possession to RED at the point of the kick by BLUE.  

14. From the kick off by RED, BLUE catches the ball on the full while standing on the touch line. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Change of possession to BLUE ten metres in from where BLUE caught the ball.  

(b) Penalty to BLUE at the centre of the half way line.  

15. 
RED kicks off. The ball lands in the field of play and rolls into the corner post on the BLUE goal line. 
The referee will award? 

Answer 

(a) A goal line drop out by BLUE.  

(b) A change of possession to RED ten metres out from the BLUE goal line.  

16. 
BLUE restarts play with a goal line drop out. The ball travels ten metres forward, lands in the field of 
play and rolls into touch. Is it a:- 

Answer 

(a) Play the ball by RED ten metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

(b) Play the ball by BLUE ten metres in from where the ball entered touch.  

17. 
What action should the referee take when BLUE strips the ball off RED and runs downfield. The 
referee:-? 

Answer 

(a) Allows play to continue.  

(b) Awards a penalty to RED where the ball was stripped.  

18. RED is awarded a penalty and elects to kick for touch. The ball crosses the dead ball line. Is it a:- Answer 

(a) Quarter-way optional kick restart by BLUE.  

(b) Quarter-way drop out restart by BLUE.  

19. RED scores a try and is then successful with the conversion attempt. Is the subsequent restart a:- Answer 

(a) Place kick by BLUE from halfway which has no required distance to be travelled i.e. tap kick.  

(b) Place kick by BLUE from halfway which has to travel at least five metres and land in the field of play.  

20. 
A scrum is formed, the ball is fed and emerges in the required manner but the RED half-back only has 
time to fall on it before the defenders arrive. Should the referee award:- 

Answer 

(a) A changeover to the BLUE team because the RED half-back has not passed the ball.  

(b) A play-the-ball to the RED half-back. Tackle 1.  
  


